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In current growth models, we are forecasting 500k visitors per month by the end of 2022. 



 
 

Quick question: Is your team looking for cost-effective advertising & marketing solutions from a reputable name 
in the crypto space, that guarantees maximum visibility and attention from willing investors, that will help your 

project grow and reach its maximum potential? 
 
We are Gem Hodlers, a crypto-only news platform that gets heavy niche traffic from active and curious investors. We are 
also a full scale marketing agency. Through our platform, we offer different targeted marketing services, including 
various types of advertising, project review articles and summaries, press releases, email outreach, platform highlights, 
social media promotion, and more, all through our platform.  
 
To summarize, we have our own crypto news platform that gets more than ¼ million visitors per month, that we 
currently offer various advertising and publications on, as well as other promotional material. We have ~6k email 
subscribers that we send weekly newsletters to that we feature our sponsored projects in. We also offer an add-on service 
to send a dedicated email to all our subs giving them your project info with instructions on how they can involved, 
amongst other services to help you connect with our highly niche audience. 
 
We offer services that sites like Bscscan/Etherscan, Poocoin, CoinSniper, Coinzilla, and many others offer to help their 
customers achieve project growth and reach real investors. At Gem Hodlers, not only do we offer similar services to our 
clients, but we also offer our clients additional routes to help further win over those willing investors, and we do it all for 
a fraction of the cost. We are able to do this because we do not rely on anyone else’s platform. 
 
Using Gem Hodlers marketing services gives you the immediate advantage of having a high-efficiency marketing budget. 
We do this by lowering your investor acquisition cost while still increasing your visibility. In other words, we connect you 
with those exact same investors that the websites above do, and stimulate the same growth, but for significantly less cost.  
 
Gem Hodlers has been operating with complete transparency and integrity since the day of its inception. We are different 
because our team combined has over 10 years of marketing experience and more than 1 billion dollars worth of media 
impressions. (Yes, you read that right.) This experience gives us an edge over other websites who charge you thousands 
for advertising without guaranteeing you any visibility or having any legitimate marketing know-how or expertise 
whatsoever. This is what sets us apart and gives us a foot ahead of our competitors. 
 
Most of our visitors are actively invested crypto holders looking for the big breaking news in all of crypto, news about 
gaming & NFTs (actual NFTs, networks, and standalone projects), developments and events from fresh and upcoming 
projects across all networks (a good portion look for BSC, Ethereum, and Ripple) to invest their money in early on, and 
we've recently been getting a noticeably increasing amount of Polygon, Solana, Fantom, and Avalanche network traffic. 
 
We do not cycle or rotate any of our ad spots in any manner like sites such as Poocoin do. If your team is paying for space 
on our platform, for any length of time, then it is fully yours, and all visitors will see it for the duration. 
 
To sum it all up, we are a full-scale marketing agency that specializes in helping projects reach their maximum potential. 
We do not shill, do spam promotions, or promote scam projects or pump-and-dumps. We offer actual advertising and 
real-life marketing that leads to our client’s projects having higher valuations with more investors, and we offer our 
services to projects we have good reason to believe our audience would be interested in investing their hard-earned 
money into.  
 
Having all of that said… thank you for your time, and welcome to the World of Gem Hodlers! 
 

- The Gem Hodlers team 
Website: www.gemhodlers.com                                                                   Email: sales@gemhodlers.com 
Twitter: @thegemhodlers                                                                                    Telegram: @thegemhodlers 
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Frequently Asked Questions 

 

#1: What is your payment policy? 

Payments made from clients are to be paid in Top-100 coins (BTC, ETH, BNB, BUSD, USDT, etc). Other cryptocurrencies may be 
acceptable, depending on the agreement. 

After a preliminary agreement is sent to the client and verified for accuracy, payment must be made in full by the client before our team 
will activate the agreement within our system and begin any necessary work (unless otherwise noted in the preliminary agreement; 

typically applies to longer term agreements). 
In order to maintain proper documentation for both parties, after any payment is submitted and verified, a receipt will be issued to the 

same email address that the agreement was sent to, along with any further necessary instructions specific to that agreement. 

 

#2: can you suggest which services would be best for my project? 
During initial consultation with a GH team member, suggestions can be made based on the state of your project (private sale phase, 
presale phase, pre-launch phase, launch phase, post-launch phase, community expansion phase, etc). After your project’s state is 

identified, we can then offer to give you our opinion (strictly our opinion) on different options, both short and long term, that we think 
may best benefit your project.  

 

#3: How effective is advertising on your platform? 
After over a year of private R&D, all advertisement spots have been strategically placed for cost-efficiency within our platform, thus we 

have very high success rates. All advertising spots have different click rates. 
The respective click rates per capita (unique visitor to our platform, specific to IP address) within the life of any advertisement are as 

follows: 
 Home page header banner: about 82% 
Other home page banners: about 67% 

Alternative front page spaces: about 51% 
Article page banners: about 59% 

Alternative article page spaces: about 43% 
 

#4: How effective are your email campaigns? 
Our email campaigns to our subscribers (or “email blasts”) have a very high success rate, as we have carefully built and maintained our 

subscriber base over the course of the life of our platform, and we do not abuse them with unnecessary spam emails. Through this 
maintenance of good faith with our audience, every email we send out has an average opening rate of over 80% with a click rate within 

those that opened of almost 90%. 

 

#5: Is your advertising better than Poocoins? 

We have two completely different advertisement systems. But in short, yes. 
With GH, if you pay for space, it’s all yours, and every single visitor will your ad appear in that spot. This alone gives your advertisement 

a straight up 50% chance at getting seen and clicked by every single person that visits our platform. This alone gives any project that 
books advertisement space on our platform a much higher success rate with marketing, which means little/no money wasted and 

ultimately equating to a much more efficiently spent marketing budget. 
However, on sites like Poocoin, you pay for (what they tell you is) impressions. Their systems are based on a bidding system, meaning 

every time there is a chance for your ad to get displayed, an internal auction takes place, and typically the customer who has set a highest 
bid cap for impressions, will get showed. If your bid wins that impression, then the system deducts an slightly excess amount of money 

from your budget and your ad is displayed in that spot for that one visitor, regardless of whether the visitor looks at your ad or interacted 
with your ad.  

We did a case study on Poocoin’s ad rotation system, and our results showed that the average ad on Poocoin’s site gets shown to 1 in 42 
visitors, and the click rate among those 1 in 42 was less than 5%, giving the possibility for success in any spot in their rotation an 

extremely low success rate, leading to a seemingly endless money pit for attempted success within Poocoin’s advertising platform due to 
the bid system. 

In summary, because of guaranteed views, advertising with GH offers much better results.  
 

#6: do I have to book advertising spots in advance? 

No, it is not required to book in advance. However, a lot of the time, we are not able to offer immediate availability on our advertising 
spots, as a good majority of our current clients book their spots ahead of time and our schedule may be full at the current time. You may 

get lucky, but we cannot guarantee anything, as we always have requests coming on. We suggest that all clients (both current and 
potential) that if possible, to book the preferred advertising dates ahead of time to assure you get the dates/spots you require. 

*If you require immediate availability, contact us as soon as possible and we will let you know if anything is available. 



THE GEM HODLERS PRICING BREAKDOWN

If you have any questions or would like more information,
please contact us at sales@gemhodlers.com 

TELEGRAM: @thegemhodlers
*For added security, all payments will be confirmed by email.

ADVERTISING SPACES
Graphic Design not included

BANNER AD
7 days - 1.5 BNB
15 days - 2.5 BNB
1 month - 4 BNB
*Home page header excluded

FRONT PAGE AD
1 day - 0.3 BNB
3 days - 0.5 BNB
7 days - 1 BNB
15 days - 1.5 BNB
1 month - 3 BNB

ARTICLE PAGE SIDE AD
7 days – 0.7BNB
15 days – 1.3BNB
30 days – 2BNB

OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASES | INTERVIEWS
0.2 BNB - COPY NOT INCLUDED              |            0.35BNB - COPY INCLUDED

DEDICATED EMAIL TO OUR 4K+ SUBSCRIBERS - 0.3BNB EACH (NEGOTIABLE FOR BULK SENDING)

GRAPHIC DESIGN FOR ADVERTISEMENTS - CONTACT US; DEPENDS ON LENGTH OF ADVERTISEMENT

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION - TWITTER | TELEGRAM - CONTACT US FOR PRICING

KYC / AUDIT - COMING SOON; CONTACT US FOR DETAILS

@TheGemHodlers @TheGemHodlers

DEDICATED ARTICLE 
Without above advertising - 0.55 BNB
With 1-7 days of advertising + 0.3BNB
With 15 days of advertising + 0.2BNB
With 30 days of advertising + 0.1BNB

SUMMARY ARTICLE 
Without above advertising - 0.4BNB
With 1-3 days of advertising + 0.35BNB
With 7 days of advertising + 0.2BNB
With 15 days of advertising = Free
With 30 days of advertising = Free

PROJECT ARTICLES
Includes Copy + Twitter share

ADD-ON SERVICES

*For main banner, contact for pricing & availability.

*Prices above are in addition to advertising costs.
Article pricing variations based on advertising runtimes chosen from top section.



ADVERTISEMENT SPACES 
CONTACT US for booking AND AVAILABILITY 

- these are not packages - 

 
Home page header banner 

 

 
middle of home page banner 

 

 
article page banner + ARTICLE PAGe ad 

 

 
footer home banner + front page ads 

 

 
Article page footer + article page box 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traffic and Engagement Snapshots - 30+31 October 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

sample View of GH Audience 

 



disclaimer 

The information provided on gemhodlers.com 

(including its subdomains) does not 

constitute as investment advice, financial 

advice, trading advice, or any other sort of 

advice, and you should never treat any of 

its content as such. Gemhodlers.com does 

not recommend that any cryptocurrency 

should be bought, sold, or held by you. It is 

highly recommended that you conduct your 

own due diligence and consult with your 

financial advisor before making any 

investment decisions, and any financial 

decisions that are made, are made by your 

own free will. you agree to not hold 

gemhodlers.com liable for any loss, taxes, 

or fees that maybe be incurred. You also 

agree that gemhodlers.com is offering any 

information as an opinion. Always make sure 

that you are remaining in compliance with 

your national and local laws and 

regulations before making any purchases. 


